Since its introduction by Cohen in 1960, variants of the parameter kappa have been used to address the issue of interrater agreement. Kappa takes the form
where TT O is the proportion of rater pairs exhibiting agreement and n e is the proportion expected to exhibit agreement by chance alone. Thus "perfect agreement" would be indicated by K = 1, and no agreement (other than that expected by chance) means that K = 0.
There have been several extensions of the original statistic. Weighted kappa allows different types of disagreement to have differing weights (Cohen, 1968) . This might be appropriate if some types of disagreements were considered more critical than others. Extensions have also been made to allow for more than two raters (Posner, Sampson, Caplan, Ward, & Chenly, 1990) , ordinal data (Fleiss, 1978) , and continuous data (Rae, 1988) . In this last case, kappa has been shown to be equivalent to the intraclass correlation coefficient (Rae, 1988) .
When designing a study to estimate kappa in a
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Alan B: Cantor, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, 12902 Magnolia Drive, Tampa, Florida 36122-9497. particular context or to perform one-or two-sample hypothesis tests concerning kappa, consideration should be given to the sample size needed to produce a desired precision for the estimate of power for the test. The report by Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt (1969) giving the asymptotic variance of the estimate of kappa makes such discussions feasible, and Flack, Afifi, and Lachenbruch (1988) presented a method of sample-size determination for two raters and K possible ratings where K > 2. Their method requires the assumption that the raters' true marginal rating frequencies are the same. Donner and Eliasziw (1992) reported on a goodness-of-fit approach to this problem. They also made the assumption of equal marginals. In this article I show that for K = 2 this assumption can be dropped. In this case, with the aid of tables that are provided, the necessary sample-size calculation can be found almost immediately.
Thus, I restrict my attention to the situation of two raters, denoted Raters 1 and 2. They each rate N items with two possible ratings, denoted Ratings 1 and 2. The basic ideas presented below apply to more complex situations (weighted kappa and more ratings) as well, although the results will not be as simple.
Let TTij represent the proportion of the population given rating / by Rater 1 and ;' by Rater 2. Let TT. J = TI\J + TT 2i and 77, = TT M + Ti i2 be the proportion rate j by Rater 2 and the proportion rated i by Rater 1, respectively. Then TT\. = TTYTT, + n 2 .n. 2 and IT a = Trn + TT 22 . 
When designing a study to produce an estimate k of kappa, the sample size should be chosen so that the standard error of K will not exceed a preassigned value. Fleiss et al. (1969) showed that the asymptotic variance of K can be written in the form Q/N, where
- (77 0 77 . If one wants to allow for a range of values for 77.,, 77,., and K, the largest value of Q associated with these values should be chosen. Table 2 gives, for each pair (77.,, 77.,), the largest possible value of Q. It can be used when one is reluctant to make any prior assumption concerning K.
As an example, suppose two observers are asked to observe a group of subjects and to decide whether or not each exhibits a particular behavior. One would like to estimate kappa with an 80% confidence interval of the form of k ± d, where d does not exceed 0.1. Suppose that one expects each to observe the behavior about 30% of the time. Table 1 for the null hypothesis and alternative, respectively. Note that K (I = 0 is not excluded from the above discussion.
For an example one turns to the previous scenario in which two observers are determining whether or not a behavior is observed. Suppose one wishes to test the null hypothesis of As an example, consider a questionnaire designed to measure how well a patient is coping emotionally and psychologically with a serious chronic illness. For simplicity, and in order to fit the current discussion, assume the result is dichotomous: satisfactory or unsatisfactory. One measure of such a questionnaire's utility is internal validity. This is measured by agreement of a patient's results on a serious chronic illness are randomized to one of the two questionnaires. In each case the questionnaire is administered to the patient twice, at study entry and 1 month later. The estimates of kappa are to be compared. Specifically, one tests // 0 : K, = KI against // A : K, ^ K 2 with a = 0.05. Suppose that the previous work with one of the questionnaires causes one to expect it to have K\ ^ 0.7 and that about half the patients will be judged to be coping satisfactorily. One would like a power of 
